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The Kohn-Sham self-consistent equations, urnig a finite orbital basis expansion, are formulated for exchangecodation functionals which depend on local densities and their gradients. It is shown that these can be solved iteratively without evaluation of
density Hessians. A general expression is given for the energy gradient (with respect to nuclear motion) after self-consistency has
been achieved.

In the Kahn-Sham formulation of density functional theory (DFT ) [ l-3 1, the electronic energy is
separated into parts,

E=ET+EV+EJ+EXC.

(1)

and E” are the kinetic and electron-nuclear
interaction energies, EJ is the Coulomb self-interaction of the electron density p and Exe is the remaining (exchange-correlation) part of the electron-electron repulsion energy, also treated as a
functional of the density p. Adopting a spin-unrestricted format, a- and belectrons are assignedto sets
of orthonormal orbitals VP (i= 1, .... n,) with w!
(i=l, .... n,) , respectively. Corresponding a-, p- and
total densities are
Here ET

Pa= F lw?129 Pp=

$

Iwle12,

(2)

dc.

(6)

Once an approximate form for the exchange-correlation functional is specified, the Kohn-Sham differential equations for the orbitals ~4, wr are obtained by minimization of the total energy (1).
Many approximate functionals Exc[p] have the
local #I gradient-corrected form [ 4- 13]
EXC= S/(P.~PP, ywy LO, rd

Yaa=lba12,

Yap=VPa-VPe

dr,

(7)

3

YBB=l%ll,

(8)

wherefis a function only of the local pa, pe and their
gradient invariants. The one-electron potentials corresponding to (7) can be obtained by the calculus of
variations [ 31 and are

(3)

P=Plt +Pe.

V=

ET, E” and EJ are given by

ET= 7 (w?I-fv*lti)+

EJ=~~~p(~l)Irl-r21-L~(r~)d~l

z

-2v. ($57/k)

-v. ($&&),
(9)

$ (w!l-tv’lw!),
(4

the expression for Vfc being similar. This expression can be developed further but here we only note

nucl

EY=-

c Z,

A
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xl We will describe as “local” any functional which can be writtenasthe expectation value of a one-electron operator. Although
traditionally been termed “non-local” in the DFI literature, we
prefer to restrict the term “non-local” to intrinsically multi-electron functionals such as (6).
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that second-derivative (Hessian ) matrices of pa and
pa are involved.
In practical computations, as in Hartree-Fock theory, it is convenient to write the orbitals as finite expansions in a basis set &, (p= 1, .... N)
v/f = C
r

c”,i#p

9
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W!=

C

a

CEi#r

9

(10)

so that

The equations (13) are analogues of the Roothaan-Hall equations [ 14,15] (closed-shell with
czi = cJii)and the Pople-Nesbet equations [ 161 (unrestricted open-shell) of conventional Hat-tree-Fock
theory, the only difference being that the usual exchangematrix K,,,,is replaced by F zp or F cFB. Once
the equations have been solved by an iterative selfconsistent procedure, the Kohn-Sham energy is obtained from ( 1) as

NNna

(11)

N
E=

5

f’&F+f

p&‘pv~~o(pul~~)+Exc

7

(17)
Exe being given by (7).

and similarly for p,+ By substituting these expressions into the energy ( 1) and then minimizing with
respect to the unknown coefficients c$, c&~(subject
to the orthonormality of the vi) we obtain a finite set
of algebraic equations for canonical orbitals,
(13)
and similarly for c $. The quantities c:, c! are oneelectron eigenvalues for the occupied orbitals. The
Fock-type matrices FpNare given by
F+H$=+JCIY+F;~,

(14a)

Fe!.w=HCO”+J
w
fiv+Fxcb
PV *

(14b)

Here S and HFie are the overlap and bare-nucleus
Hamil&ian matrices, respectively, and Jlly is the
Coulomb matrix

where Ph is the total density matrix (PL + P,fo) and
a conventional notation is used for two-electron repulsion integrals. The exchange-correlation parts of
the Fock matrices are given by
FXti

w

-

-

and similarly for F xcg.
/rc Clearly, ( 16) and the matrix
elements of the potential (9 ) are identical, using integration by parts.
558

For most functions f(p,, pa, Ye, yM,yap), the integrations in (7) and ( 16) have to be carried out by
numerical quadrature. Here it is important to note
that the integrands can be obtained without evaluation of the Hessians of the densities, even though
these appear in the general potential (9). We have
developed an efficient Kohn-Sham implementation
[ 171 in which the cost of the exchange-correlation
part of the calculation scalesas Co(N). The dominant
step in this procedure is the evaluation of the spin
densities and their gradients. Thus, avoidance of the
density Hessians is a major computational advantage. It is worth noting that the exchange-correlation
contribution to the Fock matrix can be constructed
more efficiently from (9) than from (16) once the
densities and their derivatives are available since the
basis function gradients are not involved in the matrix elements of (9). However, this does not offset
the additional expense of evaluating the Hessians.
The energy gradient with respect to nuclear coordinates is easily derived by differentiation of ( 1) .
Since the energy is already optimized with respect to
the orbital coefficients cp, it is not necessary to determine changesin these coefficients (other than that
implied by changesin the overlap matrix). The analysis follows closely that of gradients in Hartree-Fock
theory [ 181, the final result for the gradient with respect to nucleus A being
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in forms which explicitly demand the evaluation of
the density Hessians.
The self-consistent and gradient equations proposed in this paper have been coded in a modified
version of the GAUSSIAN92 program [ 291 and will
be used in future studies of various functionals and
gaussian orbital basis sets.
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and the matrix X,, is given by

x,“=@vv(w,)‘+ (WJm”)‘.

(20)
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